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Abstract
Building energy simulations have found widespread use as decision-making tools for determining design and retrofitting
actions. Despite their popularity, there exists a well-reported issue regarding the numerical treatment of structural thermal-
storage components in these models. The optimal means of discretising multi-layer structures is complicated by the different
thermo-physical properties, material configurations and boundary conditions encountered within building energy models.
This paper addresses this information gap by proposing a methodology that can be universally applied to all multi-layer
structures, ensuring accurate predictions while avoiding excessive computational cost. Governing dimensionless quantities
of Biot and Fourier numbers are utilised within the discretisation process, making the methodology equally applicable to
all materials. The presented methodology also accounts for the configuration of materials within multi-layer structures
when assigning discretisation levels, leading to nodes being distributed in accordance with expected thermal gradients. The
proposed discretisation methodology has been examined for a number of boundary conditions and wall types with excellent
prediction accuracy achieved throughout. Additionally, the utility of resistance-only layers has been explored as a means of
increasing computational efficiency. This highlighted the importance of considering both layer position and local thermal
properties when simulating multi-layer structures.
Keywords: Buildings Energy Models; Discretisation; Multi-layer walls; RC Networks; Biot & Fourier numbers.
1. Introduction
Building energy simulations have gained widespread popularity for initial designing buildings [1], determining retro-fitting
actions [2] and assessing HVAC controls [3]. In order to elicit desirable environmental and financial benefits, it is imperative
that simulation provide accurate predictions and are not prohibitively computationally expensive. Both of these factors are
largely dependent on the numerical treatment of structural components. Within the popular building energy software package
EnergyPlus [4], two mathematical approaches based on the discretisation of governing heat transfer equations are employed
to model structural components. These are the conduction transfer function (CTF) method and the implicit finite difference
approach [5]. These two approaches share the same spatial discretisation scheme and as stated in the source code, the default
values for the discretisation parameters are based on standard stability criteria for explicit numerical solutions due to a lack
of a better alternative [6]. As a result, inaccurate results can be obtained when materials with high thermal mass or low
conductivity are encountered [7]. Provided adequate levels of discretisation are implemented, both numerical approaches are
capable of accurately modelling all structures. However, determining such discretisation levels prior to conducting simulations
remains unclear.
In a previous work by the authors, guidance was presented in terms of the governing dimensionless parameters, Biot and
Fourier numbers, on the optimum number of evenly-spaced nodes required to accurately simulated homogenous materials [8].
This work highlighted the importance of considering the influence of boundary conditions, characterised by Biot numbers,
when determining discretisation levels. In a further work by the authors, the computational efficiency of transient conduction
models was increased by optimising logarithmically-spaced nodal distributions [9]. This offered up to a fivefold increase
in computational efficiency. While useful for many thermal storage applications, these works do not offer guidance on the
discretisation levels required to accurately model multi-layer walls.
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Nomenclature
Dimensionless Numbers
θ∗ Dimenisonless temperature, T(t)−TintT∞−Tint -
Bi Biot number, hLck -
C∗ Proportion of thermal capacitance −
Fo Fourier number, αtL2c -
Q∗ Dimenisonless energy, Q(t)−QintQ∞−Qint -
X∗ Dimenisonless distance, x/L -
English Symbols
Rs Spatial discretisation effect -
~v Eigenvector -
Ci i
th coeffecient -
c1 First set of integration constants K/m
c2 Second set of integration constants K
cp Specific heat capacity J/kg ·K
Cth Thermal capacitance K/J
d′ Effective distance m
h Convective heat transfer coefficient W/m2 ·K
k Thermal conductivity W/m ·K
L Layer thickness m
L′ Effective layer thickness m
Lc Characteristic length m
n Number of spatially discrete elements -
p Total number of layers −
Rth Thermal resistance K/W
T Temperature K
t Time s
x Spatial coordinate m
Greek Symbols
α Thermal diffusivity m2/s
λ Eigenvalue -
ρ Density kg/m3
Subscripts
∞ Ambient conditions -
l Layer identifier −
Many studies have focused on developing methods of effectively modelling multi-layer structures. One such approach is
to model multi-layer walls with a single node. In the method proposed by Lorenz and Masy [10], an accessibility factor is
determined using the thermal resistances and capacitances from each layer. The accessibility factor is then used to determine
the proportion of the overall resistance assigned to each of the two “lumped” resistance terms. To improve the accuracy
of multi-layer structure models, both Gouda et al. [11] and Underwood [12] used optimisation routines to determine the
parameters of two-node model (3R2C) for typical constructions. The optimisation routine adjusted three thermal resistance
and two capacitance terms in order to match the dynamic responses of two-node models with benchmark solutions. Gouda et
al. [11] showed that the optimised two-node models achieved significant improvements when compared to simulations based
on Lorenz and Masy’s single-node approach [10]. Furthermore, Fraisse et al. [13] proposed the use of a four-node model
(3R4C) to further improve the initial response of multi-layer wall simulations to changes in ambient conditions. The two
outer nodes of this four-node model were each attributed 5% of the total thermal capacitance. Their results showed that the
four-node model initially achieved higher accuracy compared to two-node model, however, as time progressed both offered
near identical results and the models remained inaccurate for sub-hourly time frames.
Using general methodologies to define nodal positions has also been examined. These approaches aim to place nodes in
accordance with the expected gradient. An uneven distribution methodology based on geometric series was also utilized by
Tuomaala et al. [14] for one-dimensional conduction in walls. The optimal placing was iteratively determined, leading to
geometric spacing ratios ranging from 2.24− 35.5 for a three-node model and 1.14− 5.29 for a five-node model, respectively.
Notably, these values varied depending on the both the Fourier and Biot number being consideration. Alternatively, accurate
models of multi-layer walls can be achieved by assessing grid independence; this involves varying spatial discretisation resolu-
tions and examining solution convergence. This approach was utilised by Hickson et al. [15], where discretisation levels were
continually increases and local temperature predictions were compared to analytical solution to assess prediction accuracy.
The discretisation level was determined based on the fewest number of nodes that achieved a desired level of accuracy. This
approach is also advised within heat transfer texts [16].
From examining the literature it is clear that there exists many building energy and thermal applications that utilise
simulations of multi-layer structures. However, it remains unclear on how to discretise such structures to ensure accurate
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results without incurring excessive computational expense. Thus, it is the aim of this research to address this information
gap by defining a universal methodology for the spatial discretisation of multi-layer walls so that desired levels of prediction
accuracy can be achieved. Importantly, governing dimensionless quantities will be used to provide generality to the results so
that the same approach can be used for both heavyweight and lightweight constructions. Notably, this discretisation scheme
will also be applicable to all numerical approaches that employ spatial discretisation, including: lumped-capacitance methods,
finite difference simulations and CTF solutions. To optimise computational efficiency, the discretisation scheme will account
place elements in accordance with expected thermal gradients by considering both the influence of boundary conditions and
the relative position each layer. The use of resistance-only layers will also be explored as a means of reducing computational
costs.
2. Theory
Most structural components within buildings consist of multiple materials with differing thermo-physical properties. This
is commonly due to the fact that structural components serve a dual-purpose within buildings: they provide structural
integrity and improve thermal performance. The governing equation for multi-layer bodies is shown in Equation 1.
∂2Tl
∂x2
= 1
αl
· ∂Tl
∂t
: x ∈ [xl−1, xl] (l = 1, 2, . . . p) (1)
A schematic of a multi-layer wall is illustrated in Figure 1, indicating the naming and sign convection used in this work.
As a convention, the left external face of the wall is used as the origin with the thickness of the wall developing to the right.
Such structures can comprise of any number of layers and each material has its own thermo-physical properties which affect
the thermal behaviour of the structure.
For the one-dimensional case being considered, the two external faces interact with the surrounding environment via
convection. These convective boundary conditions for the left and right outer faces are presented in Equation 2a and
Equation 2b, respectively.
k1
(
∂T1
∂x
)
xo
= h1
(
T(x=x0,t) − T∞,1
)
(2a)
− kp
(
∂Tp
∂x
)
xp
= h2
(
T(x=xp,t) − T∞,2
)
(2b)
For multi-layer structures, additional continuities are also considered at the interface between adjoining layers. These
ensure temperature and flux continuity as described by Equation 3a and Equation 3b, respectively.
(Tl−1)xl−1 = (Tl)xl (l = 2, . . . , p) (3a)
kl−1
(
∂Tl−1
∂x
)
xi−1
= kl
(
∂Tl
∂x
)
xi
(l = 2, . . . , p) (3b)
Equation 4 shows the metric that will be used to quantify the spatial discretisation accuracy of simulations, this was
introduced in a previous work by the authors [8]. Simulation accuracy is assessed by comparing dimensionless energy storage
predictions from direct numerical solutions to benchmark solutions. The benchmark solutions are provided by analytical
solutions for step-change conditions, otherwise, highly-detailed simulations are used.
Rs =
Q∗dir
Q∗benchmark
(4)
Direct solutions are used as this method is free from temporal discretisation errors, hence, the difference between direct
solutions and equivalent benchmark solutions is the result of spatial discretisation.
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2.1. Analytical Solutions
The case of homogenous walls is used to examine and demonstrate the utility of novel concepts on a number of occasions
within this paper. Using the separation of variables methods, analytical solutions for dimensionless temperature and dimen-
sionless energy storage are obtained. These solutions are presented in Table 1, further details regarding their derivation are
available in heat transfer texts [16]. Analytical solutions provide benchmark solutions for step-change boundary conditions,
as described by Equation 5. This states that the wall is initially at a uniform temperature before begin subject to convective
heat transfer at the exposed surfaces and a step-change in ambient temperature. Both sides of the wall are exposed to the
same rate of convection and ambient temperature leading to a symmetry plane at the geometric centre of the wall.
∂T
∂x (X∗=1)
= Bi · θ∗
︸                        ︷︷                        ︸
ConvectiveBoundary
,
∂θ∗
∂Fo (X∗=0)
= 0,
︸                  ︷︷                  ︸
Symmetry P lane
θ∗ (X∗, 0) = 1︸               ︷︷               ︸
Initial Condition
(5)
For validation cases where analytical solutions are not easy attainable, detailed simulations with two-hundred nodes per
layer are used. This level of discretisation has previously been shown to provide energy and temperature predictions with
negligible deviation from analytical solutions [8].
2.2. Direct Solutions
Within direct solutions, spatial discretisation is employed to simplify thermal analysis by numerically representing multi-
layer walls as a number of discrete nodes. The temperature at each discrete point can be calculated using the direct solution
method presented in Equation 6. Full details on the calculation of the eigenvalues, λi, and eigenvectors, vi, are provided in
[8].
θ∗t =
n∑
i=1
ci · vi · eλi·t (6)
The weighted sum of the the individual dimensionless energy storage predictions provides the overall energy storage value,
Q∗dir, as shown in Equation 7. The value of the weighting terms, wi, correspond to the proportion of the bodies capacitance
assigned to the discrete nodes.
Q∗dir =
n∑
i=1
wi ·Q∗i (7)
2.3. Steady-State Internal Heat Generation
The equation for steady-state heat generation in multi-layer walls is presented in Equation 8, with each layer having
unique thermal conductivities and internal heat generation rates.
∂2Tl
∂x2
= − ql
kl
: x ∈ [xl−1, xl] (l = 1, 2, . . . p) (8)
Through integration, thermal gradients are determined using Equation 9a. Repeating the integration step, temperature
profiles can be calculated using l-quadratic equations, one for each layer, as shown in Equation 9b. Notably, each layer has
its own integration constants; with c1,l and c2,l being the integration constants of the lth layer.
∂Tl
∂x
= − ql
kl
· xl + c1,l : x ∈ [xl−1, xl] (l = 1, 2, . . . p) (9a)
Tl = −
ql
2kl
· x2i + c1,l · xl + c2,1 : x ∈ [xl−1, xl] (l = 1, 2, . . . p) (9b)
Both the gradient and temperature fields require the integration constants c1,l and c2,l to be determined. These are
calculated by applying boundary conditions and continuities between adjoining layers. The heat transfer rate at the boundary
is proportional to the distance from the distance from the point of inflection in the temperature profile. Therefore, the distance
from the leftmost edge of the wall to the point of inflection, Lc,1, can be expressed as the location that satisfies the condition
presented in Equation 10.
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k1
(
∂Ti
∂x
)
x0
= k1 · c1,1 =
Lc,1∫
0
q · dx (10)
Evidently, to calculate the point of inflection it is necessary to determine the integration constant c1,1. The calculation of
the position that satisfies Equation 10 is the subject of the following section.
3. Centre of Discretisation
As previously shown by the authors, information regarding the point of inflection from the equations of steady-state
heat generation can be used to predict areas of minimal curvature in transient applications. This facilitates a sensible
distribution of discrete nodes which matches expected thermal gradients [9]. Previously, the principle of determining a centre
of discretisation was derived for homogenous materials. In the current study, a generalisation of this principle extends this
concept to multi-layer structures. In the case of multi-layer structures, the point of inflection is not only dependent on the
the convective boundary conditions but is also influenced by the thermo-physical properties of each materials. Additionally,
the point of inflection can occur within the range associated with any of the quadratic equations describing the temperature
profile.
A number of terms are introduced to provide generality to the analysis, namely these are thermal resistances and thermal
capacitances. As only planar walls are considered, the expressions are presented in terms of per unit surface area. The
individual resistance terms that influence the thermal behaviour of the wall are shown in Equation 11. These include the
convective resistances (R”th,conv) at the boundaries and the conductive resistances of each layer (R”th,l).
R”th,conv1 =
1
h1
, R”th,l =
Ll
kl
, R”th,conv2 =
1
h2
(11)
These resistances are combined to produce the total thermal resistance per unit area between the two ambient conditions
applied at either side of the wall, as shown in Equation 12a. Additionally, the total capacitance of the wall per unit surface
area is calculated using Equation 12b.
R”th,tot = R”conv,1 +
p∑
l=1
R”th,l +R”conv,2 (12a)
C”th,tot =
p∑
l=1
(ρ · cp)l · Ll (12b)
By applying all boundary conditions and continuities, the overall energy balance for multi-layer walls with heat generation
can be expressed as shown in Equation 13. This provides an equation which isolates the desired integration coefficient c1,1;
the integration constant linked to the characteristic length, as shown Equation 10.
−∑pl=1
ql
(∑l
j=1
Lj
)2
2kl +
k1·c1,1
h1
= 1h2 (
∑p
i=1 qi · Li − k1 · c1,1) (13)
By rearranging and factorising Equation 13, an alternative form of the steady-state energy balance is presented in Equa-
tion 14.
k1 · c1,1 ·
(
R”th,tot
)
= q1 ·


∑p
l=1 R
”
th,l ·

 ql
q1
· Ll2 +
l−1∑
j=1
qj
q1
· Lj


︸                                ︷︷                                ︸
|d′
i
|
+R”conv,2 ·
(
p∑
i=1
qi
q1
· Li
)
︸                 ︷︷                 ︸
|d′tot|


(14)
Notably, Equation 14 only contains details relating to the first layer, thermal resistances and also introduces effective
distances, |d′|. The contribution of each thermal resistance is determined by its effective distance from the leftmost face of
the wall. This is in essence the distance from the leftmost face of the wall to the centre of each layer on a scaled axis. The
scaling of the wall’s physical dimensions to the new scaled axis is visually represented in Figure 3. On this scaled axis, each
layer has an effective thickness, L′. The scaling of each layer’s thickness is directly proportional to the ratio between its
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hypothetical heat generation rate and that of the first layer. For example, if a layer has twice the heat generation rate of
the first layer it has an effective thickness of double its physical thickness. Equation 14 can be applied to all steady-state
heat generation cases, however, for transient applications a sensible means of assigning heat generation rates to each layer
is required. This is due to the fact that the point of inflection in the temperature profile is affected by the heat generation
rates.
For transient heat transfer applications, the heat generation rates are assigned relative to their ability to store thermal
energy (i.e. thermal capacitance per unit volume), Equation 15.
ql
q1
=
(ρ · cp)l
(ρ · cp)1
(15)
By considering the energy balance at the leftmost face of the wall in Equation 10, introducing Equation 14 in place of
the unknown c1,1 and assigning heat fluxes based on thermal capacitance per unit volume (Equation 15), this energy balance
equation can be rewritten as shown in Equation 16.
q1 · Ψ
Rth,tot
= q1(ρ · cp)1
Lc,1∫
0
ρ · cp · dx (16)
Where the variable Ψ represents the sum of the products of the resistances by their effective distances as shown in
Equation 17.
Ψ =
(
p∑
l=1
Rth,l · |d′l|+Rconv,2 · |d′tot|
)
(17)
By rearranging Equation 16 and dividing both sides by the total thermal capacitance per unit area of the wall, Equation 18
provides the proportion of the total thermal capacitance that lies between the leftmost face of the wall and the desired location
of the point of inflection; this distance equates to the characteristic length, Lc,1. Therefore, once the proportion of the thermal
capacitance between the leftmost face of the wall and the point of inflection has been calculated (using Equation 18), linear
interpolation can be applied to determine the location of Lc,1. It is worth noting that the point of inflection can also be
determined from the right-hand side of the wall to provide the characteristic length, Lc,2 =
∑p
l=1 Ll − Lc,1. To achieve this,
the effective distances in Equation 17 are calculated from the right-hand side of the wall and the convective resistance term
R”th,conv,2 is replaced with R”th,conv,1 in Equation 16.
C∗Lc,1 =
(ρ · cp)1 · Ψ
Cth,tot ·Rth,tot
(18)
This simple expression predicts the position where two convective boundary conditions meet within any multi-layer wall.
Notably, this calculation only requires knowledge of thermal capacitance, thermal resistances and layer thicknesses; all of
which are known prior to any simulations. This is similar to the accessibility factor used by Lorenz and Masy [10], except
the derived expression in Equation 18 is used to calculate a proportion of overall thermal capacitance instead of a proportion
of the overall thermal resistance.
To examine if the derived expression yields the expected results, three cases are considered and illustrated in Figure 2.
The first case considered in Figure 2a is for a steady state heat generation case where the characteristic length is calculated
from both sides showing that they converge to a single location. The other two cases in Figure 2b&c are for transient heat
transfer applications. The position where the boundary conditions will meet is predicted using Equation 18 for a two layer
analytical solution [17] and a detailed four-layer wall simulation. As can be seen, the position where the boundary conditions
meet is correctly predicted in both transient cases. This location will be used as the centre of discretisation whereby the
discrete nodes will be distributed to either side of this position independently.
4. Layer-by-Layer Discretisation
The calculation of the centre of discretisation, Equation 18, creates two distinct sections within a multi-layer wall. Each
section is associated with a single convective boundary condition and an assumed adiabatic boundary condition at the interface
between the two sections, located at the centre of discretisation. A Biot and Fourier number is calculated for each layer using
a layer-by-layer approach. As each layer is considered independently, multiple materials are not aggregated at a single node.
This proposed layer-by-layer method accounts for thermo-physical properties, layer position in the structure, the effects
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of ambient conditions, the assigned simulation time frame and the desired level of prediction accuracy when determining
discretisation levels. A full discussion of the selection of the time frame for Fourier number calculation is presented by Hillary
et al. [8]. The Fourier number for each layer can be calculated using Equation 19, where the full thickness of each layer, Ll,
is used as the characteristic length.
Fol =
αl · treq
L2l
(19)
To account for each layer’s position, an effective convective heat transfer coefficient is introduced within the traditional
Biot number calculation, as shown Equation 20.
Bil =
hl,eff · Ll
kl
(20)
The Biot number can also be represented as the ratio between the conductive resistance of the layer and the total resistance
from the outer surface of the layer to the ambient environment, as shown in Equation 21. As only planar walls are considered,
thermal resistances per unit area are used, R′′th.
Bil =
R′′th,l
R′′th(xl→T∞)
(21)
The equivalence of the Biot number representations, Equation 20 & Equation 21, leads to the effective heat transfer
coefficient being equal to the inverse of the total resistance per unit area from the outer surface of the layer to the ambient
environment, Equation 22. For the outermost layer this will be the convective heat transfer coefficient, whereas, the effective
heat transfer coefficient for the second layer will account for the conductive resistance of the first layer along with the
convective resistance at the external boundary. Once the effective heat transfer coefficient is calculated, Equation 20 is used
to determine each layer’s Biot number.
hl,eff = R′′−1th(xl→T∞) (22)
Having calculated the Biot and Fourier numbers, the number of nodes for each layer can be determined using the contour
plots presented in Hillary et al. [9]. For clarity, contour plots relating to 95% spatial discretisation accuracy are presented
in Figure 4. The calculated Biot number, y-axis, and Fourier number, x-axis, for each layer are used as coordinates on these
contour plots to determine optimal discretisation levels. Figure 4a indicates the number of nodes required using evenly-spaced
nodes and Figure 4b indicates the number of nodes required using a logarithmic distribution, the value of the distribution
exponent is also indicated on the contour lines.
4.1. Homogenous walls
To demonstrate the utility of the proposed approach, a homogenous wall consisting of two identical layers is first considered.
Two cases for this wall are simulated: (1) The first case uses a time scale of ten minutes, a heat transfer coefficient of
50W/m2 ·K and a desired prediction accuracy of 95%. (2) The second case uses a heat transfer coefficient of 100W/m2 ·K,
a time scale of one hour and a desired prediction accuracy of 90%. This information is used to calculate Biot and Fourier
numbers, which in turn are used to determine discretisation levels. The resulting discrete representations of the wall are
presented in Figure 5a. Details of the boundary condition, layer thicknesses and material properties are presented in Appendix
A for all simulations presented in this paper. From examining the results presented in Figure 5b, the desired level of prediction
accuracy has been achieved just before the time scales used to calculate the Fourier numbers; this indicates the correct number
of nodes has been included in both simulations. If the desired level of accuracy had been achieved well in advance of the
chosen time scales it would indicate over-discretisation, whereas, more nodes would be required had they not achieved the
desired level of accuracy. Due to the inclusion of conductive resistances in the effective heat transfer coefficient, Equation 22,
there is a large decrease in the Biot number of the second layer when compared to the first layer. In the first case, this led to
a reduction in the number of nodes required to model thermal responses in the second half of the wall. These homogenous
walls cases illustrate that the proposed layer-by-layer approach produces desired results with sensible node placements.
4.2. Capacitive & resistive layer discretisation
Building structures commonly consist of multiple layers of varying thermo-physical properties. Two types of materials
typically encountered are those with high thermal capacitance, such as concrete and masonry, and those with high thermal
resistance, such as insulation. To examine the proposed layer-by-layer discretisation scheme for multi-layer structures, two
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cases are considered. These two multi-layer walls comprise of two layers, one made of concrete and the other of insulation. In
the first case, the outer layer is insulation. Whereas, in the second case concrete is placed as the outer layer. These cases seek
to approximate walls with external and internal cladding vs. conventional walls with an internal insulation layer. Both walls
are exposed to 100W/m2K of convective heat transfer at the exposed surface and a time scale of a half an hour (30mins) is
used to calculate Fourier numbers. The discrete representations of the two walls are presented in Figure 6a, which have been
discretised to provide prediction accuracies of 95%.
Firstly, Figure 6c shows the results for the case of the outer insulation layer. This shows that the proposed discretisation
approach has achieved the desired prediction accuracy. Notably, only a single node is required in the layer of concrete due
to its very low effective Biot number. To examine the effect of reducing the number of nodes in the insulation layer, two
additional simulations for the wall with insulation on the outer layer are conducted. In these additional simulations, the
number of nodes in the insulation layer is reduced from three nodes to two nodes and one node, respectively. From the
results shown in Figure 6c, it can be seen that the desired prediction accuracy is met with three nodes but by reducing the
number of nodes in the insulation layer the simulation accuracy is diminished. Despite its low overall contribution to the
thermal capacitance of the structure (∼ 5%), the insulation layer accounted for the majority of the thermal energy storage for
a significant proportion of the simulation. This is apparent by examining Figure 6b, which shows the relative energy storage
of the two layers throughout the simulation.
In the second case, the order of the materials is reversed and Figure 6d shows the results for its prediction accuracy.
Again, the results show that by using the proposed layer-by layer approach accurate results are obtained. Due to its change
in position, the Biot number of the concrete has increased which led to three additional nodes being required. Despite a
tenfold reduction in the Biot number of the insulation layer, the same number of nodes are included. This is due to the Biot
and Fourier numbers for both insulation layers being in the same vertical region of Figure 4a. Two additional simulations
are also conducted for the wall with a concrete outer layer: (1) the number of nodes in the concrete layer is reduced from
four nodes to three nodes and (2) the number of nodes in the insulation layer is reduced from three nodes to one node. The
results for these additional simulations are presented in Figure 6d. This shows that by reducing the number of nodes in
the concrete layer, the accuracy of the simulation falls below the desired level of accuracy. However, there is no significant
loss in prediction accuracy by reducing the number of nodes in the insulation layer. This is due to nearly all the energy
storage occurring in the concrete layer throughout the the simulation, as shown in Figure 6b. This highlights that there is
potential to increase computational efficiency by using targeted reductions in discretisation levels, however, both the location
of low-capacitance materials and their relative energy storage should be considered.
5. Universal Methodology for Discretising Multi-layer Walls
The proposed modelling methodology can be used to discretise any multi-layer wall. This provides a discretisation scheme
that is optimal for walls discretised based on physical dimensions and thermo-physical properties. The process of discretising
multi-layer structures can be represented as a number of steps, which are presented hereafter.
1. Calculate the centre of discretisation using Equation 18.
2. Introduce an adiabatic boundary at the calculated centre of discretisation. If the centre of discretisation is located in
the middle of a layer, treat both sides of the layer independently as if they were separate layers. This allows for the
effective Biot number for each layer to be calculated based on a single heat transfer coefficient.
3. Calculate the Fourier number and Biot number of each layer of the wall using Equation 19 and Equation 20, respectively.
4. Use the graphs presented by Hillary et al. [9] or Figure 4 to determine the number of nodes for each layer.
5. Combine the results for each layer to spatially discretise the entire wall.
6. Finally, use the results to calculate the resistance and capacitance terms for the wall which can be incorporated into
building energy or thermal storage simulations.
Figure 7a illustrates how a very large five-layer heavyweight construction is spatially discretised using the described method-
ology. Similarly, an example of a lightweight construction is presented in Figure 7c. For both construction types, three
simulations are conducted. The first two cases are discretised for the same ambient conditions, time frame for calculating
Fourier numbers (15 minutes) and desired prediction accuracies of 95%. These two cases differ by including (1) logarithmically-
spaced nodes in the outer layers and (2) linear-spaced nodes within all layers. (3) The third and final case uses different
ambient conditions, a longer time frame of one hour for Fourier number calculations and a desired level of prediction accuracy
of 90%. Figure 7b presents the prediction accuracy results for the heavyweight construction, whereas, corresponding results
for the lightweight construction are presented in Figure 7d. As can be seen, each of the simulations achieves the desired
level of accuracy before their associated time frames. Furthermore, a reduction in the number of nodes is achieved in the
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heavyweight construction by using logarithmically-spaced nodes. This effect is not evident for the lightweight construction
as the number of nodes could not be reduced in the outer layer, due to the low level of discretisation required to achieve
accurate results.
6. Discussion
6.1. Resistance-Only Layers
A resistance-only status is often assigned to layers within building energy software packages when their thermal storage
is deemed negligible. The transient temperature variation of these resistance-only layers are omitted and instead they are
accounted for as additional thermal resistances alone. Intuitively, materials with low thermal capacitance, such as insulation,
are considered for treatment as resistance-only layers. This offers a means of reducing computational demands, however, it
may cause a deviation from the physical reality of thermal responses and potentially lead to inaccurate predictions. In an
earlier analysis of multi-layer walls, Figure 6, it was shown that a layer’s thermal capacitance, position and relative energy
storage should be considered prior to reducing, or removing, its transient nodes.
The case of a typical building construction is considered in Figure 8a, the wall consists of a layer of plasterboard at the
convective boundary adjacent to a layer of insulation with concrete at the core of the wall. Four cases are considered for this
wall: (1) An unaltered simulation based on the discretisation scheme presented in section 5; (2) the inclusion of plasterboard
as a resistance-only layer; (3) the inclusion of insulation as a resistance-only layer; (4) and a reduction in the number of
nodes in the insulation layer from three nodes to one node. From the results presented in Figure 8b, it is observed that
the simulation based on the unaltered layer-by-layer approach is the only simulation to reach the desired level of accuracy.
Both of the resistance-only layer models have suffered a considerable loss in accuracy. Notably, when the insulation layer is
considered as a resistance-only layer there is a 15% loss in accuracy. Whereas, when the outer plasterboard layer is modelled
as a resistance-only layer, the accuracy is reduced by over 60%. However, by reducing the number of nodes in the insulation
layer from three to one, the solution accuracy remains close to the target accuracy and does offer a good means of improving
computational efficiency, if required.
In summary, the results demonstrate that surface layers should not be considered as resistance-only layers. In order to
implement resistance-only layers they should only be applied to internal layers which (1) contribute a small proportion of the
overall thermal capacitance of the wall and (2) have only been assigned a single node during discretisation, as the expected
thermal gradients are very low. Within internal layers that have been assigned multiple nodes, n > 1, reducing the number
of nodes instead of using resistance-only layers offers a better trade-off between computational efficiency and simulation
accuracy. For cavities within walls it is likely applicable to treat them as resistance-only layers, that is unless the rate of
convection or the temperature in the cavity is a transient function of the ambient conditions. In such cases, the cavity should
be treated in a similar fashion to a zone in a building.
6.2. Realistic ambient conditions
The accuracy of the proposed multi-layer wall discretisation scheme is further examined for more realistic building con-
structions. The wall presented in Figure 9a consists of four layers; a structural concrete layer, a thermal insulation layer and
plasterboard finishes at the convective boundaries. Sensor data is used to provide external air and room air temperatures. To
account for the variability of the conditions, correlations have been taken from literature for external and internal convective
heat transfer coefficients. Defraeye et al. [18] and Peeters et al. [19] conducted reviews of correlations for external and
internal convection coefficients, respectively. From these, the correlation of Jürges [20] is chosen as the external convective
heat transfer correlation and Khalifa and Marshall’s [21] correlation for natural convection is used at internal surfaces. These
correlations are used to update convective resistances at every time step throughout the simulation.
Using Equation 18 the centre of discretisation is calculated. Prior to conducting the simulation, indicative values for
convection rates are required for the calculation of Biot numbers so that discretisation levels can be determined. Values
of 50W/m2K and 10W/m2K for the external and internal boundaries have been used, respectively. These values can be
determined by examining historical data, otherwise, typical values for forced and natural convection can be used. Furthermore,
a time scale of one hour is used to calculate Fourier numbers and Figure 4a is used to determine the number of nodes. This
should provide solutions within ±5% of a highly accurate benchmark numerical solution.
In addition to assessing the accuracy of the proposed discretisation scheme, the accuracy of including resistance-only
layers for the external plasterboard and insulation are also considered. Moreover, to assess the importance of local thermal
properties, the thermo-physical information of all the layers are combined to determine the properties of an equivalent
homogenous layer. This maintains the overall thermal capacitance and thermal resistance of the wall. The results from
comparing each simulation to a high resolution model, with 200 nodes per layer, is presented in Figure 9b.
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As can be seen, the desired accuracy is achieved by following the discretisation scheme proposed within this study.
Furthermore, the accuracy is severely compromised when the external plasterboard is considered as a resistance-only layer,
despite it only accounting for ∼ 3% of the total thermal capacitance. Conversely, little loss of accuracy is observed when the
insulation is included as a resistance-only layer. This is due to the insulation layer only being assigned a single node along
with to its low contribution to the overall capacitance of the wall, ∼ 1%. Finally, the equivalent homogenous layer offers the
lowest accuracy, despite increasing the number of nodes from 6 to 9. This indicates that considering local material properties
and the order of the layers is important for achieving accurate results.
This point is further demonstrated by a qualitative comparison between results in Figure 9c and Figure 9d. These results
depict the average temperature across the wall for the unaltered case and the equivalent homogenous case, respectively.
Additionally, the standard deviation of the local temperatures is also illustrated. These results show that the temperature
profiles for the two simulations differ greatly. Both walls have the same thermal capacitance and similar surface temperatures
but the average temperature of the unaltered wall is considerable higher due to the high thermal resistance offered by the
insulation layer. As a result of considering each layer’s local properties, prediction accuracy is enhanced and the number of
nodes is reduced. This also indicates that discretisation methods which include aggregating materials/layers, without applying
optimisiation to determine effective thermal resistances and capacitances, could encounter issues regarding the accuracy of
both energy storage and local temperature predictions.
7. Conclusion
The aim of this research was to present a universal methodology for the discretisation of multi-layer structures for
use in building energy applications; providing accurate results without excessive computational expense. The concepts
underpinning the proposed method builds upon previous works of the authors for accurately simulating homogenous thermal
storage media and should be consulted for full details. The proposed methodology is well founded in heat transfer theory
since it preserves structural physical properties and is also based on governing thermal diffusion equations. Furthermore,
dimensionless parameters of Biot and Fourier numbers are used to generalise these equations to all wall scales and material
types. Additionally, the calculation of a centre of discretisation accounts for the relative contribution of the different boundary
conditions which aids in distributing nodes in accordance with expected thermal gradients.
An expression was derived from the equations of steady-state heat transfer with heat generation to determine a centre of
discretisation. For extension to transient applications, this required a special case of steady-state multi-layer heat generation
where the magnitude of the heat fluxes in each layer is directly proportional to its volumetric heat capacity. Additionally,
the centre of discretisation was demonstrated in its ability to calculate the point of inflection within transient applications.
For the discretisation of different wall construction materials a layer-by-layer approach is proposed which imposes an
adiabatic boundary condition on each layer and an alteration to the Biot number based on the spatial position in the structure.
For all cases the proposed method provided the desired level of accuracy in line with the required time frame, indicating that
an excessive number of nodes was not included to achieve accurate predictions. Additionally, it was demonstrated that both
linear and logarithmic node distributions can be used. The proposed method results in the optimum number of nodes to
achieve any desired accuracy and can be applied to any wall.
Within the study, the impact and applicability of resistance-only layers was also addressed. It was shown that the position
of the layer played an important role on the transient behaviour of the overall structure and is not just reliant on the proportion
of the overall thermal capacitance. The importance of including the external boundary layers was particularly highlighted.
Furthermore, a model of a wall under typical conditions for an external wall was examined showing that the model based on
the proposed methodology preformed to the desired level of accuracy and the simulation also demonstrated the importance
of considering local thermal properties and their distribution as opposed to global or effective thermal characteristics.
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Figure 1: Schematic of a multi-layer wall with convective boundary conditions. Shown is the naming conventions used in the current
analysis of multi-layer structures. The wall can contain any number of layers, each having assigned values of thermal conductivity, specfic heat,
density and thickness.
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Table 1: Analytical solutions for dimensionless temperature and energy storage for a planar wall [16]
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Figure 2: Assessment of centre of discretisation principle for multi-layer walls. Application of Equation 18 to calculate the point of
inflection in the temperature profile for (a) steady state heat generation case and transient applications using an (b) an analytical solution [17] and
(c) a high resolution simulation
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Figure 3: Effective thickness of layers based introduced in the centre of discretisation analysis. The scaling of physical layer thicknesses
is based on the relative heat generation rates which is in turn used in calculating effective distances |d′|
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Figure 4: Determining the number of nodes using Biot and Fourier numbers. Contour plots indicating the number of nodes required to
achieve a spatial discretisation accuracy of 95% using (a) evenly-spaced nodes and (b) logarithmically-spaced nodes [9].
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overall modelling methodology to a multi-layer wall with two convective boundary conditions. (a) A schematic of the heavyweight wall depicting
boundary conditions and layer order for the considered cases along with the resulting spatial discretisation. (b) Simulation accuracy for the three
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Simulation accuracy for the three lightweight wall simulations, this is calculated by comparing energy storage predictions to a high resolution
benchmark simulation.
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Figure 9: Assessing simulation accuracy of multi-layer walls under realistic building energy modelling boundary conditions.
Simulations of a wall under realistic conditions for an external wall using sensor data to define boundary conditions for four cases; (i) Unaltered
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Appendix A: Simulation Details
The boundary conditions and thermo-physcial details for the simulations presented in this paper are presented hereafter.
Boundary Conditions Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4
Wall 1 h1 25 Conductivity (k) 0.85 0.51 2.55 -
h2 75 Volumetric thermal capacitance (ρcp) 2.5× 106 3.75× 106 2.0× 106 -
Wall 2 h1 100 Conductivity (k) 1 0.5 - -
h2 10 Volumetric thermal capacitance (ρcp) 4.9× 104 5.88× 104 - -
Wall 3 h1 20 Conductivity (k) 1 0.05 0.1 0.05
h2 10 Volumetric thermal capacitance (ρcp) 1.8× 106 5.4× 104 2.7× 106 5.4× 106
Table A.1: Boundary condition and thermo-physical properties for the three walls shown in Figure 2.
Boundary Conditions Layer 1 Layer 2
Case 1 h1 50 Conductivity (k) 1 1
h2 0 Volumetric thermal capacitance (ρcp) 1.8× 106 1.8× 106
Case 2 h1 100 Conductivity (k) 1 1
h2 0 Volumetric thermal capacitance (ρcp) 1.8× 106 1.8× 106
Table A.2: Boundary conditions and thermo-physical properties for the two cases of the homogenous wall shown in Figure 5.
Boundary Conditions Layer 1 Layer 2
Case 1 h1 100 Conductivity (k) 0.05 1
h2 0 Volumetric thermal capacitance (ρcp) 5.2× 104 1.56× 106
Case 2 h1 100 Conductivity (k) 1 0.05
h2 0 Volumetric thermal capacitance (ρcp) 1.56× 106 5.2× 104
Table A.3: Boundary conditions and thermo-physical properties for the two-cases of the wall consisting of insulation and concrete shown in Figure 6.
Boundary Conditions Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5
Wall 1
Case 1&2 h1 20 Conductivity (k) 0.03 1 0.5 0.03 0.8
h2 80 Volumetric thermal capacitance (ρcp) 9.0× 104 1.8× 106 9.0× 105 9.0× 104 2.16× 106
Case 3 h1 100 Conductivity (k) 0.03 1 0.5 0.03 0.8
h2 10 Volumetric thermal capacitance (ρcp) 9.0× 104 1.8× 106 9.0× 105 9.0× 104 2.16× 106
Wall 2
Case 1&2 h1 20 Conductivity (k) 0.17 0.05 0.17 - -
h2 80 Volumetric thermal capacitance (ρcp) 7.28× 105 6.0× 104 7.28× 105 - -
Case 3 h1 100 Conductivity (k) 0.17 0.05 0.17 - -
h2 10 Volumetric thermal capacitance (ρcp) 7.28× 105 6.0× 104 7.28× 105 - -
Table A.4: Boundary condition and thermo-physical properties for the three walls shown in Figure 7. Wall 1 corresponds to the heavyweight
construction, whereas, wall too provides the details for the lightweight construction.
Boundary Conditions Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3
Case 1, 2, 3 & 4 h1 10 Conductivity (k) 0.17 0.05 1
h2 0 Volumetric thermal capacitance (ρcp) 7.28× 105 6.0× 105 1.8× 106
Table A.5: Boundary conditions and thermo-physical properties for each layer within the three-layer wall shown in Figure 8.
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ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
AC
CE
PT
ED
 M
AN
US
CR
IP
T
Boundary Conditions Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4
Case 1, 2, & 3 h1 50 Conductivity (k) 0.17 0.05 1 0.17
h2 10 Volumetric thermal capacitance (ρcp) 7.28× 105 6.0× 105 1.8× 106 7.28× 105
Case 4 h1 50 Conductivity (k) 0.202 - - -
h2 10 Volumetric thermal capacitance (ρcp) 1.352× 106 - - -
Table A.6: Boundary conditions and thermo-physical properties for the four cases of a multi-layer wall shown in Figure 9. The fourth case, shows
the equivalent thermo-physical properties of a single layer wall with the same overall thermal resistance and thermal capacitance as the four-layer
multi-layer wall.
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